
As a leading  ecommerce restaurant equipment and 

supply company, The WEBstaurant Store is a pioneer  

in selling online to food-service professionals and is 

known for innovation, competitive pricing, and fast 

shipments. 

The company’s website lists over 60,000 products and 

offers multiple payment options to customers.

Since adding Checkout by Amazon to the site in 

2011, Charlie Garber, Vice President of Marketing and 

Development, has noticed a major difference from 

other payment solutions: “When it comes to fraud and 

chargebacks, it’s night-and-day better to deal with 

Amazon Payments because Amazon is hands-down there 

for us.”

POWERFUL FRAUD PROTECTION 

Speaking of the fraud protection offered by Amazon 

Payments, Garber says, “Amazon Payments’ fraud 

protection pretty much takes fraud out of our hands. 

We completely trust Amazon to provide accurate and 

comprehensive fraud protection. When Amazon approves 

Learn more: www.amazonservices.com/checkout

No Appetite for Fraud

an order, we know it can go out.” 

“The result is that the Amazon orders require less 

overhead because Amazon stands behind them,” says 

Garber, which according to him is not true of similar 

payment options on the company’s site. “There, if  

we have a dispute about an order, we’ll lose.”

POSITIVE CUSTOMER ACCEPTANCE

Garber realizes Amazon’s name is well-known among 

internet shoppers of all types, which is one reason  

the Checkout by Amazon badge has high visibility on  
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About Checkout by Amazon

Checkout by Amazon can help grow your business by making it easy for millions of valuable Amazon customers to pay  

on your site. By protecting your business with Amazon’s sophisticated fraud detection technology and providing 

competitive transaction-based pricing, Checkout by Amazon can help lower the cost of accepting payments. Offer 

Checkout by Amazon and give your customers a convenient and trusted way to pay.

The WEBstaurant Store’s home page. “Amazon’s badge has helped us. Because of Amazon’s reputation, it triggers  

a warm response with customers.”

“We collect feedback on our site, and I’ve gotten a lot saying that customers are pleased that we offer Checkout by 

Amazon. Quite a few have said, ‘I’m really happy to see that you accept Amazon Payments.’”

He also notes that the volume of customers using Checkout by Amazon rapidly matched the number using a similar 

payment option that has been on the site for a few years. “We cater to businesses, but we also serve consumers. We’ve 

noticed that both types of customers use Checkout by Amazon.”

AMAZON PRODUCT ADS

Garber has also been pleased with the performance of Amazon Product Ads, which the company uses to gain visibility 

with Amazon.com customers. The company’s Products Ads include an Amazon Payments badge to let customers know 

they can use a trusted payment option.

“Checkout by Amazon has exceeded our expectations. It’s done three to four times what I expected it to do. I can say 

we’re definitely happy with Amazon.”

Learn more at amazonservices.com/checkout
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